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volkswagen caddy maxi
Multifunctional wheelchair van

B-style has developed a conversion kit for the
Volkswagen Caddy Maxi so it can be converted to a
wheelchair van suitable for multifunctional use. The
Caddy Maxi wheelchair van easily accommodates
four seated passengers plus driver and one wheelchair
passenger. Moreover, this Caddy Maxi has the widest
wheelchair space in its class (a phenomenal 85 cm).
The Caddy Maxi suits for private use, but can also be
operated as a multifunctional taxi.
B-style has received approval from Volkswagen for the
lowered floor in the Caddy Maxi. Accordingly, the full
factory warranty remains in effect.

B-style works with you to deliver a
high-quality product that perfectly
meets your demands. We achieve
this with a personal approach, an
innovative development department
and experienced professionals. All our
activities are conducted in conformance
with European regulations and the
guidelines provided by the various
vehicle manufacturers.

volkswagen caddy maxi
Multifunctional wheelchair van

85 cm

Lightweight ramp

Low floor

Wheelchair tie down system

Original rear bench

Invisible low floor

Foldable ramp

The lightweight ramp is easy to operate and
provides easy wheelchair access to the vehicle.
A hydraulic kneeling system can be installed as
an option.

The original rear bench comfortably
accommodates three adults.

The large, low floor (150x85cm) is completely
horizontal, so the wheelchair passenger is in
no danger of tipping backwards. The internal
headroom is 140 cm.

The centre section of the rear bumper is
attached to the tailgate, so the lowered
floor has hardly any impact on the exterior
appearance. The original parking sensors
can be retained (optional).

The wheelchair tie down system and the
three-point safety belt meet the requirements
of ISO 10542. It even meets the Swedish
standard: the construction is much stronger.

Optionally, the lightweight ramp can be hinged
to fold completely into the floor. This allows you
to retain the full boot space.

Looking for something else? Contact us to discuss the possibilities!
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